Geogglebox

22nd – 28th June 2020

Be an #ExcellentTunnyGeographer. Keep up to date with all your Geography. Most episodes will be available on catch up TV

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

 2pm Yesterday Yellowstone: Winter 1/3
Following the wildlife that inhabits the
famous American national park, a lost
world of deep forests, vast plains and
bubbling geysers. The first episode
focuses on a variety of species as they
struggle to survive the rigours of a
freezing six-month winter.
 7pm BBC2 Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution 2/5 Margaret Thatcher's
victory in the 1979 general election
propels her into power as Britain's first
female prime minister, but her first two
years are characterised by disruption
and division. She also has to deal with an
economy in deep trouble, with inflation
rising, unemployment spiralling and
public spending growing.

 5.55pm More4 Yorkshire Dales and the
Lakes 7/8 Lambing season starts for the
hill-farming Dawson family, while Vanessa
and Nigel must decide whether running
the Tan Hill Inn, Britain's highest pub, is
really for them.
 7pm BBC2 Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution 3/5 A look at how Margaret
Thatcher's struggling public image was
transformed in 1982 when Argentine
forces occupied the British overseas
territory of the Falkland Islands in the
South Atlantic, with the triumph of the
British forces making her reputation in the
UK and around the world. On the home
front she faced another challenge to her
leadership from National Union of Miners,
which called a UK-wide strike.

 3pm Yesterday Chris Tarrant’s Extreme
Railway Journeys: Crossing the Andes 2/6
Broadcaster Chris Tarrant continues his
travels along the world's most
challenging railways. Here he attempts to
cross the Andes, setting off from the
coast of Chile and heading for the
Bolivian capital of Sucre. Along the way
he traverses some of the driest and most
inhospitable environments on the planet,
hitches rides on unusual trains and deals
with altitude sickness at more than 3,000
metres.
 7pm BBC2 Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution 4/5 A look at how Margaret
Thatcher and her government sought to
transform the British economy with farreaching consequences.

 7pm Channel 5: A Year in the Wild 2/4
Unseasonably cold summer weather
causes difficulties for several animals in
the Yorkshire Dales and North York Moors,
including an injured roe deer and its
offspring. High up in Malham Cove, two
40-day-old peregrines must learn how to
fly.
 8pm 5STAR Iceland: Britain’s Biggest
Budget Supermarket 1/4 The secret world
of Iceland's food development, sourcing,
manufacturing and distribution, through
exclusive access to the outlets and
suppliers. In Thornton Cleveleys, just north
of Blackpool, bargain-hunting customers
are queuing overnight to be first in line to
get some cheap food.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Feature of the Week

 2pm Yesterday Wild Africa 2/6 Savannah
The savannah's mixture of grassy plains
and woodlands boast an array of wildlife,
ranging from many species of big cat to
herds of buffalo, wildebeest and gazelle.
The programme explores the way
animals and people have shaped these
lands.
 8pm Channel 5 Great Mountain Railway
Journeys: Wales 4/6 Bill Nighy narrates a
trip through Wales' highest peaks and
deepest valleys. Starting in Pwllheli in the
north west, the route heads along the
lines that were built during the slate
industry's heyday. Joining the Cambrian
Line, local farmers reveal what the
railway means to them.

 11am Film4 Ice Age 2: The
Meltdown *FILM* Sid the sloth, Manny
the mammoth and Diego the sabretoothed tiger grimly realise the good life is
about to come to an abrupt end as flood
waters threaten their homes. However, a
vulture suggests they could turn an old
giant tree into a boat and make their
escape, so the three friends set off in
search of it.
 1pm onwards Yesterday David
Attenborough Binge-Fest Documentaries
all afternoon, narrated by one of our
favourite presenters, including: Planet
Earth, Blue Planet, Natural Curiosities and
Life on Earth.

 5.05pm onwards 5SELECT Britain’s
Greatest Bridges Series of back to back
documentaries. Engineer Rob Bell sets out
on a journey to discover how six of
Britain's most stunning bridges were
designed and built. Features the Forth
Rail Bridge, Tower Bridge, the Clifton
Suspension Bridge and the Britannia
Bridge.
 7pm BBC4 Natural World Documentary
following a pioneering team in Brazil as
they track individual wild jaguars in order
to gain new insights into their lives.
However, when two young cubs are
orphaned, the team must use its newfound knowledge to help them return to
the wild.

3.50pm Channel5 Saturday The Thames:
Britain’s Great River 2/2 Reaching central
London, the actor boards an industrial
working ship on the Thames, learning it is a
route not without risks as ships must
squeeze under bridges at high tide and
avoid running aground at low tide, before
getting a bird's-eye view of the river from
the Shard. Tony then visits the East End of
London, reflecting on his teenage years
working on
the docks,
and ends his
journey in the
Thames
Estuary.

